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Preface
The field of open collaboration brings together different strands of open collaboration research
and practice, seeking to create synergies and inspire new collaborations between people from
computer science, information science, social science, humanities, and everyone interested in
understanding open collaboration and how it is changing the world. The OpenSym conference is
a premier publication venue in the field and has reached its fifteenth edition this year.
To facilitate new researchers with an arena to present and receive feedback on their research, the
OpenSym conference has had a doctoral consortium for several years. The principle objective of
the consortium is to provide doctoral students the opportunity to present their research at various
stages of production – from early drafts of their research design to near completion of their
dissertation – in a forum where they can receive constructive feedback from a community of
interested scholars and other students as they work to finish their degree. This volume contains
the three papers, each of which was reviewed by members of the program committee. After the
doctoral consortium, authors were given the opportunity to revise their papers based on the input
they received from the reviewers and participants who provided feedback during the event.
This volume contains the revised versions of the papers, which were presented and discussed at
the Doctoral Consortium at the 15th International Symposium on Open Collaboration, in Skövde,
Sweden on 19 August 2019.
We wish to thank the reviewers and members of the program committee of the doctoral
consortium who have provided valuable feedback on the papers. We also thank all Ph.D. students
for their participation. Finally, we are grateful for the financial support from the TOTO project
(University College Cork, Ireland) which is funded by the Lewis Charitable Foundation (USA).
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Open science hardware: towards more democratic science
and technology in Latin America?
Julieta C. Arancio
CENIT-UNSAM; Universidad Nacional de Quilmes
Buenos Aires, Argentina
jarancio@unsam.edu.ar
Open Access to scientific research or Open Pharma, OScH can
be considered part of the open and collaborative production
phenomena, enabled by massification of internet access[6].

ABSTRACT

Open Science Hardware (OScH) refers to the practice of sharing the designs of tools used for scientific research so anyone
can obtain, assemble, use, study, modify, distribute and sell
them[12]. OScH growth is evidenced by the upsurge of initiatives, communities, specialized journals, publications and
platforms worldwide during the last five years[20][31]. Activists claim OScH democratizes science and technology especially in Global South contexts; however, how OScH practice
enables this transition still remains mainly unexplored. This
thesis, in data collection stage, aims to analyze democratization in OScH initiatives in Latin America by combining a
socio-technical transitions framework with categories from
social movements, feminist studies, user innovation literature and the capabilities approach. We expect to gain understanding on how OScH strategies can foster more and more
diverse participation and empowerment around science and
technology in a Global South context, and propose an analytic
framework for studying transitions towards democratization
in socio-technical systems.

OScH expansion in the last five years is evidenced by an
exponential growth in number of publications, projects and
diversity of domains[20], emergence of global and local communities[12] and creation of specialized infrastructure such as
journals[16][11] and documentation platforms.
Drivers behind this trend include lower fabrication costs due
to access to digital fabrication tools like 3D printing, access
to specialized Free Open Source Software for hardware design and cheaper electronic components, combined with lower
knowledge barriers due to design and expertise sharing, facilitated by internet access and open licensing[17].
Open Science Hardware uses

One of the domains where OScH has flourished is education,
greatly influenced by the irruption of the Arduino community.
Originally created for teaching interactive design, Arduino
boards are currently used in robotics, labware, STEM education[27] among many others. Heradio et al.[20] identify a
growing trend of publications about OScH in education since
2007, in an early stage oriented towards engaging students and
facilitating women inclusion in STEM subjects; from 2010 on,
moving towards enhancing university education and lowering
research costs using OScH.

ACM Classification Keywords

B.m. Hardware: Miscellaneous; K.4.m. Computers and Society: Miscellaneous
Author Keywords

Open hardware; open science; democratization; Latin
America.

Other domain where OScH is gaining popularity is academic
research. Since 2012, when Joshua Pearce published an early
paper[29] on how to build scientific equipment with open
source hardware, an exponential number of projects have appeared in the most diverse domains: microscopy[4], analytical
chemistry[15], microfluidics[2], nanotechnology[14], agriculture[8], medical appliances[26].

INTRODUCTION

Open Science Hardware (OScH) refers to the practice of sharing the designs of tools used for scientific research, so anyone
can obtain, assemble, use, study, modify, distribute and sell
them[12]. OScH practitioners present a diversity of mindsets, including free software philosophy, do-it-yourself culture, hacker culture and Appropriate Technology among others[24]. Similar to other domains such as Open Education,

A paradigmatic case within academia, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) has been developing
and implementing open source hardware in the Large Hadron
Collider control systems since 2009[40]. It has also released
the CERN Open Hardware License in 2011[3] and maintains
the Open Source Hardware Repository[10], which hosts both
CERN and non-CERN projects.

This student paper is released under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International (CC-BY 4.0) license. Author reserves her rights to disseminate the work on personal and corporate web sites with the appropriate
attribution.

Open science hardware is also used in extra-academic contexts, blurring the limits of expertise[33]. Examples include
community-based environmental monitoring[7], community

OpenSym Doctoral Consortium, Aug 20–22, 2019, Skovde,
Sweden
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networks for development of synthetic biology projects[13]
and projects combining art, science and activism[39].

Tanenbaum et al.[37] describe how initiatives from maker culture present elements of ’democratized technological practices’
which challenge traditional conceptions of technology user,
and begin to form a politics of appropriation. Authors categorize these democratic elements in terms of i) playfulness,
ii) decisions around tool use, iii) leveraging of industrial infrastructures around materials and standards, iv) learning and
knowledge sharing.

Challenges and opportunities

Challenges for OScH scaling include limited funding due to
dominance of the IP model among private funders and public
agencies, slow dissemination due to OScH’s distributed nature
and resistance to adoption at the institutional level[31]. On top
of these, other difficulties identified by the community include
the need of better calibration methods and quality standards,
development of successful business models, how to increase
diversity in the community and methods to lower even more
the current access barriers for users[12].

Kera[23] studies how OScH global platforms can be considered examples of ’geek diplomacy’. The author defines it
as grassroots involvement in science which bridges various
knowledge and infrastructural divides, to create a more inclusive R&D response to challenging global multidimensional
issues. According to the author, democratic features of OScH
are increased participation, co-creation and collaboration, decentralization of research infrastructure and empowerment in
terms of assessing risks, making decisions and formulating
new context-relevant research questions. In this way OScH
builds a public sphere for free deliberation and enables technological empowerment which is material, discursive and social.

In terms of benefits, advocates claim OScH makes research
processes more efficient: it lowers costs, enables repairing and
customization of tools, minimizes dependence from suppliers,
increases reproducibility and fosters user innovation[25]. Besides these efficiency-related benefits practitioners also highlight the potential of OScH as a democratization force of science and technology, in some cases linking it explicitly to the
concept of appropriate technology[30]. Especially in Global
South countries, arguments are OScH enables co-creation processes and capacity building, facilitates research in resourceconstrained contexts and provides tools for new voices from
community science to emerge[23].

Bonvoisin et al.[9] analyze documentation of open hardware
projects online in order to determine how participative they
are in terms of transparency, workload distribution, number
of contributors and (de)centralization. Results of repository
mining show distributed development in two thirds of projects
analyzed and different forms of organization similar to those
studied in Free Open Source Software projects.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

As mentioned in the introduction, OScH advocates claim it
presents multiple advantages in diverse areas. Those associated to efficiency have been widely explored[29][4][25]. However, how OScH practice can enable a transition to more democratic knowledge production processes still remains mainly
unexplored.

ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

OScH proposes a distributed, open and collaborative paradigm
of science hardware production in opposition to the current
closed and centralized approach, tied to Intellectual Property (IP). Through the lens of socio-technical transitions theory[32][22] and its multi-level perspective categories -niche,
regime, landscape-[19] we aim to analyze if OScH in Latin
America constitutes a viable niche for change from the current
IP regime to a new configuration of actors, practices, regulations, artifacts and their links; and which dynamics that change
may take according to modifications in the wider political, cultural and economic background -the landscape level-.

The main goal of this thesis is to determine if OScH initiatives
in Latin America constitute a feasible niche for science and
technology democratization in the region. We decompose this
goal in four research questions:
1. RQ1: which are the framings, contexts and visions in OScH
initiatives in Latin America that define them as an alternative niche of science and technology production?
2. RQ2: which are the resources mobilized and strategies
developed by OScH initiatives in Latin America?

The innovations associated with OScH practice are more complex than mere technological enhancements: the changes proposed are value-driven, powered by a common vision resulting
from the interaction and negotiation between multiple heterogeneous mindsets. In order to study this complexity we use
categories from social movements literature[38][5], in particular from grassroots innovation movements[36][21]. These
allow us to analyze the visions and motivations within framings in the OScH community, the contexts in which these
framings arise, the strategies, resources and spaces operated
by the community to achieve its vision and how it can contribute to the creation of alternative pathways that otherwise
would not exist.

3. RQ3: who participates and who doesn’t in OScH initiatives
in Latin America, and how is agency distributed between
participants?
4. RQ4: how do learning processes in OScH initiatives in Latin
America translate into capacity building and empowerment
of participants?
RELATED RESEARCH

OScH as a field of study is recent, but references to participation, democratization and collaboration can be found in
related fields such as open innovation, open design or Do-ItYourself/maker studies.

Advocates claim OScH democratizes science: it “allows a
diversity of values and voices to ask research questions and
to make technology”, “more people and more types of people can take part in and benefit from science”, it “empowers

The following research is related to the topic of OScH and
democratization of technology:
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1. We built a database of OScH projects in Latin America from
public information on attendance to the Global Open Science Hardware (GOSH) community gatherings combined
with data from online forums, journals and repositories.
2. We carried on exploratory interviews to participants of
GOSH 2017 gathering in Santiago, Chile.
3. We interviewed 14 members of the Global Open Science
Hardware community in 2018, with the aim of reconstructing its origins and understand better the global actors’ framings, motivations and strategies.
4. Insights from exploratory interviews were used as input for
the design of an online survey, sent to all identified OScH
projects in Latin America (still open).
Figure 1. Scheme of analytic framework showing main goal, research
questions, main literature and categories used

5. Results of this survey were used to enrich the original
database, detect a preliminary typology and select five cases
to be studied more deeply through semi-structured interviews, starting May 2019.

people to achieve their ideas at low cost”. In order to turn
the idea of democratization of technology[18][35] into operative categories for analysis, we take concepts from feminist
studies[1][28][41], user-led innovation literature[17] and the
capabilities approach[34], all of which are anchored in the
users’ perspective.

Each case will contain a qualitative analysis structured according to the categories of the analytic framework complemented
with a section for descriptive statistics and social network
analysis. To complement the regional analysis with a global
perspective we will include for each case an analysis of a
similar global initiative, and in the macro level a chapter on
the history of the Global Open Science Hardware community,
enriched with data analysis from online sources.

First we ask about diversity and power: users who participate
in OScH projects and non-users; agency distribution among
them and how they interact with technology through the artifacts’ scripts. Second, we want to understand participation:
we look at models of interaction between users and between
projects, degrees of openness of product and process, and degrees of (de)centralization. Last, we aim to analyze, at the
user level, if learning processes within OScH projects lead to
capacity building, how conversion factors affect this process,
and if it translates into empowerment through agency.

As per commitment to open science values and methodologies, this project constitutes in itself an effort for developing the whole research process as openly as possible. For
that purpose only free open source software tools are used
for reference management, interviews, data collection and
analysis. Evolution of the writing process can be followed
at https://github.com/thessaly/phd together with preliminary
versions of databases and code for analysis, taking into account consent and privacy according to GDPR standards. A
reflection on outcomes, opportunities and barriers encountered
during this process will be also included in the final text.

The analytic framework of this thesis, as shown in Figure 1, is
therefore a combination of three main themes: socio-technical
transitions theory, social movements literature and democratization of technology, the latest made operative through three
user-centered approaches: feminist studies, user innovation
literature and capabilities approach.

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION

We expect to provide a comprehensive open survey of OScH
initiatives in Latin America, which is currently not available,
insights on the mechanisms and strategies put into play, identification of barriers and opportunities, and use it as a baseline
for making policy recommendations aimed to support OScH
initiatives in Global South contexts.

METHODOLOGY

Methodology of this project includes a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches, using primary sources of
information such as interviews, online surveys and field notes
together with valuable metadata about OScH projects available
in online repositories.

We expect to contribute to the Global Open Science Hardware
community with a document containing information on its
origins and an open and collaborative database powered by
WikiData showing actors, resources, strategies and networks,
that can be used for education, research and dissemination
purposes. A very basic example can be found in Figure 2.

Initial activities included a comprehensive literature review
on open science hardware, its main uses, opportunities, challenges and significant features; definition of the analytic framework combining categories from different bodies of literature
to understand viability of OScH as a niche towards democratization of socio-technical systems, and methodological design
of the project.

We also expect the reflections on the process of writing a
Social Studies PhD in an open and collaborative way can
provide useful insights and motivation for future researchers
in the field.

Empiric analysis activities included:
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8. Giovanni Bitella, Roberta Rossi, Rocco Bochicchio,
Michele Perniola, and Mariana Amato. 2014. A Novel
Low-Cost Open-Hardware Platform for Monitoring Soil
Water Content and Multiple Soil-Air-Vegetation
Parameters. Sensors 14, 10 (Oct. 2014), 19639–19659.
DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/s141019639
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Figure 2. A preliminary bubble graph showing frequency of OScH
projects in Latin America by field of work, using Wikidata Query Service (https://w.wiki/5K7).
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11. GOSH community. 2017. Journal of Open Hardware.
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Finally, we propose a framework we consider valuable
for studying transitions towards democratization of sociotechnical systems, a phenomena that has gained relevance
in the last decades and researchers[18][35] consider will continue growing in the years to come.
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ABSTRACT

centralized structured data source for Wikimedia projects,
and to overcome the data inconsistencies of Wikipedia. The
keywords defining Wikidata are “free, collaborative,
multilingual, secondary database, collecting structured data,
support for Wikimedia Wikis and to anyone in the world1”
which refers to the capability of representing diverse
knowledge open for anyone anywhere in the world. Thus,
data quality as `fitness for use' in this context can be to serve
anyone anywhere in the world with data which is
understandable (language), relevant (relates to geographical,
values and religious context), usable (friendly UI) and
available. Efforts have been made to improve
multilingualism and make data understandable, however,
results show that Wikidata is currently reflecting western
knowledge and a majority of languages are not yet well
covered[1][2][3]. In comparison to Wikipedia, which also
allows knowledge diversity in form of different language
versions of Wikipedia, Wikidata has all the information in a
unified from[4]. In Wikipedia every language’s editors are
free to add knowledge which is in the context of their own
values (e.g. culture, language, religious beliefs and values).
In Wikidata, data is stored in a language independent form,
using ids where the letter Q succeeded by numbers (e.g., Q64
for Berlin) is used for items and the letter P succeeded by
numbers (e.g., P1082 for Population) is used for properties.
Then, labels are used to provide information in a certain
language. This uniform representation of diverse data raises
the question, if all human knowledge without judgment of
good or bad, can be represented in Wikidata. There are
currently more than 54 million entities2 contributed by both,
humans and bots. While, humans have an active community
of around 20,000 active users, the majority of contributions
come from bots which are much less in number (2703). This
indicates a considerable impact of bots’ edits on the diversity
and quality of data in Wikidata. Thus, further related issues
for investigation are the current status of diversity in the
existing knowledge which has mostly come from active
contribution of bots, the impact of diversity on

Wikidata is one of the most edited knowledge bases which
was launched in 2012. The contributing community, as
shown by research, consists of humans and bots, with bots
being the most active editors of Wikidata. Bots can edit
larger amounts of data and at a higher pace than humans,
thus, their edits can have considerable impact on data quality
in Wikidata. Data quality as ‘fitness for use’ in the Wikidata
context is the data that can be accessed by anyone anywhere
in the world, and is partially implemented by allowing
multiple values for an entity in the form of aliases,
multilingual labels, multiple statements, claims and
references (sources). This schema design for coexistence of
diverse or contradictory statements is called plurality which
is a design principle of Wikidata, and refers to the concept of
knowledge diversity. Knowledge diversity supports
Wikidata's overarching goal of becoming a global
knowledge base through storage of knowledge without a
judgment of good or bad. This research aims to study how
data quality in Wikidata can be improved by improving
knowledge diversity using bots.
Author Keywords

Knowledge diversity; Wikidata; Bot; Data quality.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
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INTRODUCTION

Wikidata, the sister project of Wikipedia, is a collaborative
knowledge base, which is freely accessible and contains
human-readable, as well as, machine-readable data. The
main goal behind Wikidata development was to provide a
Paste the appropriate copyright/license statement here. ACM now supports
three different publication options:
• ACM copyright: ACM holds the copyright on the work. This is the
historical approach.
• License: The author(s) retain copyright, but ACM receives an
exclusive publication license.
• Open Access: The author(s) wish to pay for the work to be open
access. The additional fee must be paid to ACM.
This text field is large enough to hold the appropriate release statement
1
assuming
it is single-spaced in Times New Roman 8-point font. Please do
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Introduction
not change or modify the size of this text box.
2
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Statistics
Each
submission will be assigned a DOI string to be included here.
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trustworthiness and quality of data, and improvement of data
quality in Wikidata through knowledge diversity.

Prasojo et al. [11] develops “COOL-WD”, a tool for
supporting the completeness lifecycle of Wikidata.
Similarly, Ahmeti et al. [12] and Balaraman et al. [13]
propose and develop Recoin, a relative completeness tool for
evaluating completeness of entities in Wikidata. Brasileiro
et al. [14] discuss the quality of taxonomic hierarchies in
Wikidata to have a consistent data model and representation
schema. Piscopo et al. [15][16] analyze Wikidata quality
from the provenance perspective, the relevance and
authoritativeness of Wikidata external references.
Razniewski et al. [17] introduce the problems and limitations
of properties in Wikidata and propose entity-specific
property ranking for Wikidata.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Wikidata has been studied from different angles including
data quality and bots, however, knowledge diversity in
Wikidata is not yet given much attention and only
multilingualism or language diversity dimension of Wikidata
is explored so far. In the following comes existing related
literature on bots, data quality and knowledge diversity in
Wikidata to present state-of-the-art in the field.
Bots

Bots are most commonly defined as software programs that
automate tasks [5], usually repetitive [6] or routine tasks [7]
which humans consider time consuming and tedious.
Due to this general definition, it is a challenge to differentiate
between bots and their similar counterparts like, scripts,
programs, software agents, and robots. Wikidata as the sister
project of Wikipedia, besides other things from Wikipedia,
has inherited the usage of bots as well.
Steiner [8] aims to understand editing distribution of user on
Wikidata and Wikipedia. His developed application observes
real-time edit activity on Wikidata and tracks bots, logged-in
and anonymous users. The study shows that most of
Wikidata, i.e. 88\%, is edited by bots. Müller-Birn et. al [5]
study the community editing patterns of Wikidata through a
cluster analysis of contributors' editing activities and identify
six editing patterns of the participating community. Hall et.
al [9] develops a machine learning model to detect bots
through informal editing characteristics and implicit
behaviors. The importance of identifying bots is claimed by
the fact that 2-3\% of the contributions (more than 1 million
edits), considered as human contributions are actually
coming from unidentified bots. This could be very damaging
in case of vandalism. There are also researches on bots
behaviors which study how bots use SPARQL query service
and what are the bots editing patterns. Bielefeldt et. al [10]
analyze the Wikidata SPARQL Query Service access logs
and distinguish them between organic (i.e. human) and
robotic traffic. The study shows that organic queries are more
complex and diverse, while, robotic queries are simple and
make the largest portion of the queries.
Research shows that Wikidata has most of the edits done by
bots, thus, it is important to monitor their tasks and analyze
their impact.

Knowledge diversity

Knowledge diversity in the context of knowledge bases
needs further efforts and research. Diversity is defined by
Giunchiglia et al. as “the co-existence of contradictory
opinions and/or statements (some typically non-factual or
referring to opposing beliefs/opinions)”[18]. A number of
the related diversity dimensions mentioned in [18] are
diversity of: sources, resources, language, view point,
geographical and temporal diversity. Among the mentioned
dimensions, multilingualism or diversity of language have
been studied so far.
Although, Wikidata supports language diversity by nature,
research shows that not all languages have the same data
representation state and only some languages like, English,
Dutch, French, Deutsch, Spanish, Italian, and Russian cover
most of the content in Wikidata, while, other languages are
not well represented [1]. In another study [19], authors
propose a mechanism to enrich Wikidata multilingual
content by retrieving semantic relations based on alignment
between info-box properties and Wikidata properties in
various languages, and “the outcomes mainly contribute
these semantic relations back to Wikidata and Wikipedias,
especially ones are based on the Latin alphabet”.
HYPOTHESIS

Data quality in Wikidata can be affected by bots, as they are
doing most of the edits, thus, the assumption here is: bots
edits have impact on knowledge diversity, and by improving
knowledge diversity, data quality in Wikidata can be
improved.
The hypothesis contains three main issues (i.e., bots,
knowledge diversity, data quality) in the context of Wikidata,
and to address this hypothesis investigation is needed on how
these issues relate to each other, how to measure diversity
and quality of bot edits, how to improve knowledge diversity
and, as a result, data quality.

Data Quality

Data quality is intended to be fitness for use, and in Wikidata
it is mostly studied from a completeness perspective, as
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PROPOSED SOLUTION

to measure the existing levels of diversity, and based on
the measurements, model the current knowledge
diversity aspect in Wikidata. Then, analyze the current
model to identify diversity gaps in Wikidata and
propose approaches to improve the diversity model and
refine the current model accordingly.
3. Empirical Perspective: Based on the proposed model of
diversity in Wikidata, a software (i.e., recommender
system) is developed and tested to measure how
diversity levels have changed in comparison to the
results prior to software implementation. Then, analyze
the final results with relation to the stated hypothesis.

To improve knowledge diversity in Wikidata, the proposed
solution is intended to, first, investigate for a measurement
approach to assess knowledge diversity in Wikidata, second,
develop a recommender system which recommends different
data diversity dimensions for editors to improve data
diversity, and third, measure diversity aspect of data after
application of recommender system, and compare the results
of first and third steps to judge the improvements in
knowledge diversity.
METHODOLOGY

The approach considered for this research is mainly divided
in the following three perspectives:

CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH:

1. Theoretical Perspective: This stage includes survey of
related literature on Wikidata, bots, data quality and
knowledge diversity, to provide state-of-the-art in each
area and define the hypothesis more precisely.
2. Engineering Perspective: Based on the insights from
the theoretical perspective, approaches are investigated

I have so far performed a review of research on Wikidata and
studied bots in Wikidata.

[7] R. S. Geiger, “Bots are Users, Too! Rethinking the
Roles of Software Agents in HCI,” Tiny Trans. Comput.
Sci., vol. 1, p. 1, 2012.
[8] T. Steiner, “Bots vs. Wikipedians, Anons vs. LoggedIns (Redux): A Global Study of Edit Activity on
Wikipedia and Wikidata,” in Proceedings of The
International Symposium on Open Collaboration, New
York, NY, USA, 2014, pp. 25:1–25:7.
[9] A. Hall, L. Terveen, and A. Halfaker, “Bot Detection in
Wikidata Using Behavioral and Other Informal Cues,”
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., vol. 2, no. CSCW,
pp. 1–18, Nov. 2018.
[10] A. Bielefeldt, J. Gonsior, and M. Krötzsch, “Practical
Linked Data Access via SPARQL: The Case of
Wikidata,” in Linked Data on the Web (LDOW2018),
Lyon, France, 2018, p. 10.
[11] R. E. Prasojo, F. Darari, S. Razniewski, and W. Nutt,
“Managing and Consuming Completeness Information
for Wikidata Using COOL-WD,” in Proceedings of the
7th International Workshop on Consuming Linked Data
co-located with 15th International Semantic Web
Conference (ISWC 2015), Kobe, Japan, 2016, vol. Vol1666.
[12] A. Ahmeti, S. Razniewski, and A. Polleres, “Assessing
the Completeness of Entities in Knowledge Bases,” in
The Semantic Web: ESWC 2017 Satellite Events, 2017,
pp. 7–11.
[13] V. Balaraman, S. Razniewski, and W. Nutt, “Recoin:
Relative Completeness in Wikidata,” in Companion
Proceedings of the The Web Conference 2018, Republic
and Canton of Geneva, Switzerland, 2018, pp. 1787–
1792.
[14] F. Brasileiro, J. P. A. Almeida, V. A. Carvalho, and G.
Guizzardi, “Applying a multi-level modeling theory to
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ABSTRACT

2

Would Wikipedia be one of the most visited websites in the
world if other online collaborative encyclopedia projects
had been more established when it was founded? Or was
Wikipedia helped by the fact that its predecessors had engaged and trained hundreds of its future contributors? Do
new discussion communities on Reddit compete with one
another over content or contributors? Is the evolving world
of online organizations better understood as a competitive
struggle for resources or as symbiotic relationships that support a web of interdependent communities?
Established approaches to the comparative study of online organization success have almost exclusively looked
inside organizations [e.g., 7, 11, 15, 16, 23]. But answering
the questions above requires an ecological understanding of
online organizations that accounts for the complex dynamic
interactions between communities and their environments.
Analyses of ecological factors in the life sciences enable
effective wildlife management, pest control, and sustainable
utilization of renewable resources. In sociology and management, organizational ecology provides compelling explanations for the life-cycles of industries, organizational
specialization, and patterns of collaborative partnerships.
Similarly, ecology may offer designers and managers of online organizations new conceptual and methodological tools
for sustaining platform ecosystems.

Online organizations are a dynamic, growing, and increasingly important form of organization.1 Through peer production, the Wikipedia has produced the largest collaborative
effort and most important reference work in human history.
Free/libre open source software (FLOSS) project have produced tens of billions of dollars worth of software made
freely available online [3]. Other online groups like Reddit
sometimes engage in peer production, and often provide
information, social support, and entertainment to millions
of people. Online platforms support millions of attempts to
organize projects or communities but only a tiny percentage
manage to mobilize participants and to sustain collaboration
[9, 10, 15, 18]. The significance of these accomplishments
should not be understated. Provisioning new categories of
global public goods like free software and encyclopedias is
a rare achievement for an organizational form that places
peer production in an elite class shared with governments,
markets, social movements, and universities.
Despite the success of peer production, the decline in active contributors to Wikipedia motivates renewed attention
to the challenges of maintaining a pool of active contributors to an online organization [19]. Most prior studies of the
growth, survival, and success of online organizations have
focused almost exclusively on their internal features with an
emphasis on attracting and retaining participants [10, 11].
Consider Kraut et al.’s claim that people will contribute to
online groups when the benefits to them exceed the costs
[11]. Benefits of participation, such as intrinsic or extrinsic
motivations for contributing, and identity and bonds-based
commitments of participants to the group, in turn depend
on maintaining a critical mass of active contributors [11].
On the other hand, the size of online groups may also be
limited by the social structures and technical tools used to
manage quality and regulate behavior [7, 22]. An increasing
group size leads to increasing costs to participation and so
communities will grow to an equilibrium size at their carrying capacity. Butler considers costs of communication in
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larger groups [4] and the decline of Wikipedia suggests that
that systems for maintaining the established order and content quality impose high costs on inexperienced and underrepresented participants [7].
Yet evidence supporting such lifecycle-based accounts of
online organization success may be confounded by external
factors that can drive participation in online organizations.
Because this approach does not account for the fact that
contributor time and energy are finite, it cannot rule out
alternative ecological explanations including the presence
of competitors, an exhausted pool of potential participants,
and so on [19]. For example, the contemporaneous rise of
Facebook and other social networking sites remains a possible alternative explanation for Wikipedia’s transition from
rise to decline. As a result, we still do not understand how
the growth of online organizations is limited by these types
of external resources.
3

most striking findings from this work is that newly formed
Wikia wikis have greater longevity when they have many
early contributors who also participate in more established
wikis [29].
Prior applications of organizational ecology to online communities that only translate theories from organizational
contexts to online communities have encountered surprising
results that suggest some specific open opportunities to study
how ecological dynamics depend on distinctive features of
the online environment. In two similar studies, [26] observe
evidence for competition between Usenet groups while [29]
observe evidence for mutualism between Wikia wikis. These
findings usefully illustrate how resource overlaps do not necessarily lead to a given type of ecological relationship [24],
but importantly they also suggest that ecological dynamics
in online ecosystems may depend on factors specific to the
context and nature of online communities: the topic or identity associated with a community, the distinctive motivations
of online community organizers, characteristics of platforms
hosting communities, and the stage of the development of
ecological communities [26].
These ecological studies of online organizations in HCI
draw from population ecology, one of several strands of ecological theory in organization science. Population ecology
focuses on the growth and survival of a single population of
organizations (such as firms with the same business model).
Therefore it assumes that the organizations under consideration are interchangeable. But I think that online communities
are generally not interchangeable. Indeed it seems to me that
no two communities are alike. They each have their own
ecological niche. In this way, each community is more akin
to an ecological population than to an individual organism.
In contrast to population ecology, which “emphasizes
forces that make organizations more uniform rather than
more diverse,” community ecology focuses on the diverse
roles of each organization in the ecosystem [1, p. 224]. I draw
most directly on McPherson et al.’s application of the community ecology approach to study interdependent voluntary
organizations like churches, unions, and clubs to contribute
a new focus on the relationships (such as competitive or
mutualistic relationships) between them [12]. Indeed prior
studies have not attempted to model online environments in
terms of such dyadic interactions—a first step in community
ecology analysis [24].
Many other studies in approach relationships between
online groups, but without adopting an explicitly ecological approach. Tan explores reproduction and inheritance in
online organizations and references ecology as an inspiration, but doesn’t synthesize its empirical contributions into
a general theory of community growth or survival [20]. In

KEY IDEA AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This project proposes to develop an Ecological approach to
understanding online organization success that builds on
established approaches to the ecological study of biological
populations [24, 27] and organizations [8, 13]. No competent wildlife biologist predicting the survival of an animal
population would only consider the species’ internals and
physiology in isolation. Instead, they would consider the
availability of necessary resources like food and shelter, the
presence or absence of other organisms, and competitive
dynamics that might give the species an advantage. This
project’s overarching goal is to transform current understandings of the conditions for successful online organization
through an ecological analysis of the dynamic interactions
between organizations and their environments.
I will conduct three interlinked projects answering fundamental ecological questions: (1) How does the growth and
survival of online organizations depend on their ecological communities? (2) How do ecosystems of online groups
themselves develop over time? (3) How do the choices of
individual participants in online organizations lead to ecological dynamics? These three questions relate three different
levels of analysis: ecological communities (networks of interdependent groups), the interdependent online groups that
comprise them, and the individuals who contribute to the
groups.
4

RELATED WORK

This approach to online organizations is not altogether new.
Indeed a handful studies published in HCI have already taken
up the framework [20, 21, 26, 28, 29]. Most notable are a
series of of three related studies, [26, 28] and [29], that apply
density dependence theory from organizational ecology in
studies of three different community ecosystems. One of the
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general, such contextually focused empirical analyses of interdependence [e.g. 5, 6, 25] are valuable contributions making informative empirical contributions and demonstrate the
potential relevance of ecological modeling to online organizations, but more can be done to marshal the full power
of ecology to explain why some online groups grow and
survive while others do not.
These studies provide evidence suggesting that ecological dynamics are important drivers of online community
outcomes, and that neglecting them is one reason that researchers have had difficulty in understanding or predicting
outcomes. Explicating a theory of ecological dynamics in the
online environment requires going beyond straightforward
translation of theory from one domain into another. It requires new theoretical development with careful attention
to how ecological dynamics that drive online organizations’
successes may diverge from those found in other domains.
Ecology has potential to provide new conceptual, analytical,
and computational tools to inform community leaders and
platform designers. More theoretically and empirically rigorous steps toward an ecology of online organizations are
overdue.
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Conventional approaches to explaining online community
growth and survival in HCI are typically based in social psychology and engineering. However, they account for only a
small amount of variation in communities’ growth, longevity,
and performance. This dissertation will contribute by drawing ecological approaches from organization science as an
alternative approach.
In biology and organization studies, ecological approaches
have shown that success is largely —and sometimes overwhelmingly—a function of what others in an individual’s environment are doing [8]. From an ecological view, the individual
organism or online community cannot be fully understood
except through in its interdependence relations with others;
its function and role in the broader ecosystem [27].
Ecology also promises implications for the design and
management of online organizations. Analyses of ecological
factors in the life sciences enable effective wildlife management, pest control, and sustainable utilization of renewable
resources. In sociology, organizational ecology provides compelling explanations for the life-cycles of industries, organizational specialization, and patterns of collaborative partnerships.
Similarly, an ecological understanding of online organizations can identify environmental conditions favoring projects
in given niches to suggest the creation of new communities
to fill them; predict how regulatory decisions that platforms
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Figure 1: Fit of VAR model to data from /r/SeattleWA and
/r/Seattle. The top plots show the data in black and the model
fit in blue. The plot below that shows the residuals. The
small plots at the bottom are diagnostic plots showing that
the residuals are not serially correlated as consistent with
model assumptions.
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make through policy or code will affect the health of particular individual communities; simply by better explaining the
success and failure of communities in terms of forces beyond
those communities’ direct control, the ecological approach
can help us know whether we should attribute the success
or failure of given communities to their own choices or to
external forces which may drive their fates. In statistical
terms, ecological forces can confound observational studies
of online organizations. Finally, shifting our view of success
to focus on ecological dynamics can help the open collaboration movement consider how to act collectively as a body
of disparate, but interrelated organizations.
In addition, this project will transfer advanced statistical
approaches to time-series analysis (briefly described below)
from ecology and social science to HCI.
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To answer my research question (1), I propose an analysis in
terms of the ecological relationships between communities
(i.e. competition and mutualism) and of their overlapping
human and topical resources. I will use a hierarchical vector auto-regression model (hVAR), a cutting-edge statistical
approach from ecology, finance, political science, and economics to identify ecological relationships and their associations with user and content overlaps [2]. To answer research
question (2), I will extend the hVAR model to analyze how
these relationships change over time and test hypotheses
from ecology and organizational sociology which propose
that ecological communities become more stable over time.
I have already experimented with these kinds of models in
some preparatory work. I’ll briefly illustrate by this approach
using the two different subreddits about Seattle: /r/Seattle
and /r/SeattleWA.
The story of /r/SeattleWA and /r/Seattle is one of ecological competition between communities with (at this point
I assume) a high degree of topical and user overlap. As a
small-time participant in these communities I have firsthand knowledge of the rise of /r/SeattleWA in 2016.2 The
short story is that the /r/Seattle community rebelled against a
heavy-handed moderator and most members of /r/SeattleWA
defected to organize a new community at /r/SeattleWA. Thereafter the two communities co-exist, with /r/Seattle having
around 800 active weekly contributors and /r/Seattle around
300. Figure 1 shows the fit of a VAR model to the time series
of active commentators to /r/Seattle and /r/SeattleWA.
As shown in Figure 2 The model predicts that an exogenous shock to /r/Seattle causing a cumulative increase in
400 participants over 10 weeks is expected to cause a decrease of around 200 participants in /r/SeattleWA. Similarly,
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Figure 2: The left plot shows how the model predicts the two
communities would be effected by an exogenous increase in
participation in /r/Seattle and the right shows the response
from a comparable shock to /r/SeattleWA. Qualitatively, the
plot shows evidence of competition between the two communities.

2 Also

see https://www.seattleweekly.com/news/seattles-reddit-communityis-big-active-and-at-war-with-itself/ for media coverage.
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an exogenous shock to /r/SeattleWA causing an increase of
around 500 participants over 10 weeks will cause a decrease
of around 200 participants to /r/Seattle. This illustrates how
I will identify competitive or mutualistic relationships, but I
will extend this approach to jointly identify the relationships
and learn whether they are more or less likely to occur under
membership and content overlaps.
For the research question (3) I will use an agent-based
model (ABM) to demonstrate how a parsimonious description of an individual decision making process can lead to empirically observed macro level patterns of community growth
and survival and of competitive and mutualistic relationships
between communities. Similar processes have successfully
been studied in this way. Perhaps most famously, Shelling
[14] developed a model to show that even a mild preference
for racial homophily, if sufficiently widespread, can lead to
stable patterns of racial segregation. ABMs have also been
used in ecological studies in the tradition of McPherson to
model how organizations that isolate their members to avoid
competition diminish their chances for recruitment and that
to survive organizations should adopt strategies with a level
of turnover appropriate to local environments [17].
I will evaluate my ABM in terms of its ability to produce
empirical patterns at high levels of analysis such as the participation levels, community longevity, and the number of
communities in which individuals participate.

[8] Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman. 1989. Organizational Ecology
(1 ed.). Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA.
[9] Kieran Healy and Alan Schussman. 2003. The Ecology of Open-Source
Software Development. (2003). http://kieranhealy.org/files/drafts/
oss-activity.pdf
[10] Benjamin Mako Hill and Aaron D. Shaw. 2019. Studying Populations of
Online Communities. In The Handbook of Networked Communication,
Wells B Foucault and Sandra González-Bailón (Eds.). Oxford University
Press, New York, New York, 25.
[11] Robert E. Kraut, Paul Resnick, and Sara Kiesler. 2012. Building Successful Online Communities: Evidence-Based Social Design. MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA.
[12] J. Miller McPherson. 1983. An Ecology of Affiliation. American Sociological Review 48, 4 (1983), 519–532. https://doi.org/10.2307/2117719
[13] Martin Ruef. 2000. The Emergence of Organizational Forms: A Community Ecology Approach. Amer. J. Sociology 106, 3 (Nov. 2000), 658–714.
https://doi.org/10.1086/318963
[14] Thomas C. Schelling. 1971. Dynamic Models of Segregation. The
Journal of Mathematical Sociology 1, 2 (July 1971), 143–186. https:
//doi.org/10.1080/0022250X.1971.9989794
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Study of Open-Source Software Commons. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA.
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How the Iron Law Extends to Peer Production. Journal of Communication 64, 2 (2014), 215–238. https://doi.org/10.1111/jcom.12082
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Growth. American Sociological Review 82, 2 (April 2017), 407–434.
https://doi.org/10.1177/0003122417693616
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without Organizations. Penguin Press, New York, NY.
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